Twitter Sentiment Analysis Based on Daily Covid-19 Table in Turkey
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Abstract

The coronavirus pandemic, which began to affect the whole world in early 2020, has become the most talked about agenda item by individuals. Individuals announce their feelings and thoughts through various communication channels and receive news from what is happening around them. One of the most important channels of communication is Twitter. Individuals express their feelings and thoughts by interacting with the tweets posted. This study aims to analyze the emotions of the comments made under the “daily coronavirus table” shared by the Republic of Turkey Ministry of Health and to measure their relationship with the daily number of cases and deaths. In the study, emotional classification of tweets was implemented using LSTM, GRU and BERT methods from deep learning algorithms. The results of all three algorithms were compared with the daily number of cases and deaths.
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1. Introduction

The rapid development of technology and related internet has created changes in people's social life. The fact that people want to share their activities, ideas and likes has made social media a popular platform and also an essential source of information. Today, while more than 4.5 billion people can surf the internet, almost 85% of them (3.8 billion) actively use social media. Twitter is still among the most effective social platforms, although its usage has dropped rapidly. As of 2020, the number of Twitter users is around 340 million. According to the Digital 2020 Global Outlook Report, Turkey ranks 6th globally with 11.8 million active Twitter users and 2nd in Europe [1].

With the Covid-19 virus outbreak that emerged in early 2020, people and governments found themselves in a crisis for which they were unprepared. With the pandemic, people began to physically stay away from social spaces. This situation has caused a change in individuals' behavior and daily habits. According to the study conducted by Ipsos [2], it has been revealed that individuals who follow the popular phrase 'Stay at Home' rule of the pandemic have acquired habits such as spending time in the kitchen, acquiring a habit of doing sports at home, taking advantage of online courses and trainings, and conducting video interviews. Later, these activities were shared on social media platforms. Examining the comments, sharing and discussions on social media platforms in order to observe the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic on the emotional world of people constitute an important resource for text mining. In its simplest definition, text mining is a type of data mining that sees what is written as a data source and analyzes this data. According to current data, more than 8,000 Tweets are shared on Twitter every second [3]. While writing the tweets, the words that were written inaccurately and without obeying the spelling rules, not being used in daily life and concepts specific to the social media environment have developed a unique language on Twitter. It is difficult to understand and analyze these tweets with human perception; Therefore, these data must be filtered, parsed and processed with natural language processing methods. There are many studies on the processing of data obtained from Twitter in the data mining sector by subjecting it to natural language processing One of them aims to predict pandemics with tweets posted between May and December 2009 [4]. Another study analyzed the side effects of drugs from tweets posted between the same year and months [5]. With 85% prediction success, social media dynamics changed human perception over time [6]. There is a study that analyzes perception over millions of tweets that tourists have sent for a touristic destination [7]. In another article, positive / negative classification was made with machine learning techniques over the comments shared on the
IMDB movie scaling platform [8]. Finally, there is a study on the analysis of emotions and thoughts in online environments [9].

Text mining and sentiment analysis aims to reveal the opinions, feelings and thoughts hidden in the comments and opinions shared by people on social media. Sentiment analysis has recently emerged as an active research analyzing people's opinions, feelings, and evaluations [10]. Working areas for sentiment analysis are Twitter and other social networks, blogs, forums and comments. Sentiment analysis studies conducted so far can be generally examined in two groups as dictionary and statistical (machine learning). The dictionary-based approach makes use of pre-prepared dictionaries of emotion concepts during classification. In the statistical / machine learning-based approach, machine learning algorithms and linguistic features are used during classification [11].

The purpose of this study is to automatically determine the emotionally positive / negative / neutral status of tweets posted by users on Twitter during the Covid-19 pandemic process. This study will be useful and important for decision makers by analyzing the mood of the society in the situation of social disasters and pandemics.

2. Related Work

Sabuncu and Atmaca [12] recorded English tweets about Turkish Airlines with the R programming language and classified and interpreted the tweets using emotion analysis algorithm. Ataman and Ozguner [13] analyzed the tweets related to the Black Friday week in 2018 and analyzed the emotions contained in the tweets using the Python language and the Cognitus API. Kilimci [14] aimed to predict the direction of the Bist100 index with financial sentiment analysis. For this purpose, Kilimci has developed deep community models. In addition, in the system he developed, he achieved a high classification success of around 78% in Turkish and English data sets. In his study, [15] analyzed the positive, neutral and negative state of the shares after the social media platform Twitter subjected the shares of people to various pre-processes [11], on the other hand, compared the classification success using the multi-layer sensor (MLP), Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machines (DVM) and Logistic Regression (LR) algorithms on user comments on an online book sales site. Chandra et al. [16] tried to find out whether tweets on Twitter are Islamophobic using sentiment analysis. The paper presented the CoronaBias dataset focusing on anti-Muslim hate, with more than 410,990 tweets from 244,229 users. This data set was used to perform longitudinal analysis. The study measured qualitative changes in the context associated with the Muslim community and performed macro and micro subject analysis to find common themes. Jianqiang et al. [17] presented a method of word embedding on large tweets based on unsupervised learning. The method uses semantic relationships between words in tweets and statistical features that occur together. Concerning the sentiment analysis, recently, Müngen et al. conducted a study on finding relationships between news and people's emotions in the Covid-19 pandemic [18].

Samuel et al. [19], using Tweets and R statistics software specific to coronavirus, determined the public sensitivity associated with the pandemic by emotion analysis method. The study achieved a 91% success rate for short tweets using the naive bayes-based classification method. In shorter tweets, it was observed that the logistic regression-based method remained at a success rate of 74%. On the other hand, it was determined that both methods performed relatively poorly in longer tweets. Chen et al. [20] used BERT to integrate data from emotion dictionaries. They showed that their approach consistently outperformed the state-of-the-art methods across all datasets. Lu et al. [21] first process the data they obtain through the BERT model. They then simulated linguistic functions in the sentence by combining Chinese grammar rules in the form of constraints with the Bi-gated recurrent neural network (GRU) and standardizing the output of adjacent positions. Wang et al. [22] analyzed 999,978 Weibo posts related to randomly selected COVID-19 from January 1, 2020 to February 18, 2020 in Sina Weibo, a popular Chinese social media. The While the BERT model is used to classify sentiment categories, the TF-IDF model is more preferred to summarize the topics of the posts. Li et al. [23] presented a new method called GBCN, which uses a gate mechanism with context-sensitive direction placements to enhance and control BERT representation for perspective-based sentiment analysis. In the model created, SentiHood and SemEval-2014 data sets reached 88.0 and 92.9 F1 test results, respectively.
3. Data Description

3.1. Data Collection

Within the scope of the study, the emotions of individuals related to the COVID-19 pandemic, which is effective all over the world, were tried to be determined. It is planned to receive data from Twitter, a social media platform with a high rate of use in the world and in Turkey. However, due to the fact that there are a lot of tweets about COVID-19 and it is difficult to determine whether the tweets are related to the cases and deaths in Turkey or the world in general, a certain restriction was needed. At the same time, the fact that there are certain restrictions in terms of extracting data from Twitter required the narrowing of the area where the data will be collected. In this context, the comments made under the daily coronavirus tables announced by the Minister of Health of the Republic of Turkey on their official Twitter account were analyzed. Tweets about Turkey's daily coronavirus table announced by the Minister of Health are quoted, answered and retweeted by twitter users. While Figure 1 shows Turkey Daily Coronavirus Table, interaction of tweets explaining the Daily Coronavirus Table are given in Figure 2.

---

**Figure 1** Turkey Daily Coronavirus Table

**Figure 2** Interaction of Tweets Explaining the Daily Coronavirus Table
A total of 16240 tweets that were commented on the daily tables from March 27, 2020, when the coronavirus table was first announced in Turkey to April 30, 2020 using Twitter Premium API, were obtained through the Python program.

3.2. Data Pre-Processing

The data obtained from Twitter were subjected to various pre-processing using the Knime platform. Various filters are needed to process the words in the texts. In this context, repetitive expressions that are expressed as special characters, numbers and stop words in the texts and do not have any meaning on their own were found and filtered and all words were converted to lowercase letters. Then, using the Zemberek Library, which was prepared to process Turkish texts, word roots were found and separated into their elements. In addition, the usage frequencies of the words grouped in the "Bag of Words Creator" stage are calculated. The steps for preprocessing the data are given in Figure 3.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3 Pre-Processing of Data**

The TF-IDF method is an approach that finds the relative frequency of words in a given document with the inverse ratio of words on the entire document corpus. The method uses two elements to determine the value: the term frequency in the TF-j document and the reverse document frequency of the IDF-i term. TF-IDF can be calculated as follows [24]:

\[ a_{ij} = tf_{ij} * \log_2 \left( \frac{N}{df_i} \right) \]  

(1)

In the formula, \( a_{ij} \) represents the weight of term \( i \) in document \( j \). While \( tf_{ij} \) shows the frequency of the term \( i \) in document \( j \), \( df_i \) gives to the document frequency of the term \( i \) in the collection. \( N \) is the number of documents in the collection.

As seen in Figure 4, using Zemberek-NLP, a natural language processing tool developed for Turkish, the word types in the data set were determined and the usage frequencies of the words were calculated. Figure 5 denotes word cloud derived from this data.
4. Method and Results

It is very difficult to analyze texts shared by individuals, especially on social media. Directly processing and analyzing text data has become possible with Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. Computer programs often operate on specialized languages designed to provide efficient and precise parsing with simple programs. Languages that are more natural often make vague and more flawed definitions. Natural language processing involves applications such as machine translation, which involves models reading a sentence in one language and matching an equivalent sentence in another
language. Many NLP implementations are based on language models that define probability distribution over words, characters or byte sequences in a natural language [25].

LSTM is a special type of RNN developed to address the vanishing / exploding problem encountered in RNNs (Figure 6). Similar to other RNNs, the output of the model is formed according to the input from the current time step and the output from the previous time step, and the current output is sent to the next time step. A memory cell \( c_t \) that stores the LSTM units state in random time intervals consists of three non-linear gates. These are an input gate \( i_t \), a forget gate \( f_t \), and output gate \( o_t \). The purpose of these gates is to regulate the flow of information entering and leaving the memory cell [26].

![LSTM Model](image)

GRU is an LSTM featured model that optimizes the LSTM network structure. When compared to the LSTM network structure, it is seen that the GRU network has two gateways, namely the update gate and the reset gate. This is because GRU is able to handle the long range long delay series prediction problem. While the reset gate determines the degree to which the information of the previous moment is ignored, the purpose of the update gate is to find out how close the information of the previous moment is to the current moment. A GRU model is shown in Figure 3. GRU has been noted to outperform LSTM units in terms of both CPU time convergence and parameter updates and generalization [23].

![GRU Model](image)

There are many NLP techniques that automatically analyze human language and make it possible to represent it. The BERT algorithm, which consists of the initials of "Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers", uses machine learning and artificial intelligence together. The BERT given its architecture in Figure 8 is the most preferred natural language processing technique recently.
In order to analyze the data using the BERT algorithm, Python codes using Anaconda's Jupyter platform and open source deep learning libraries such as Keras neural network library and Tensorflow were used. Before analyzing the data, training and test data were created for the training of the machine, and this training data was tested. The results of the tests are shown in Figure 9.

![Figure 8 BERT Encoder](image_url)

Figure 8 BERT Encoder

In order to analyze the data using the BERT algorithm, Python codes using Anaconda's Jupyter platform and open source deep learning libraries such as Keras neural network library and Tensorflow were used. Before analyzing the data, training and test data were created for the training of the machine, and this training data was tested. The results of the tests are shown in Figure 9.

Table 1 shows the results of three different architectures according to the performance metrics whose equations are given below.

\[
    Precision = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \quad (1)
\]

\[
    Recall = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \quad (2)
\]
While creating the model, the embedding layer was added before the GRU layers and word vectors were used as input. The resources in the LSTM method were used to train the model and generate the word vectors. In this study, sentiment score is the ratio of positive comments to total comments. Since short comments are mostly classified as neutral, the number of neutral comments is high. Short reviews are labeled neutral, as in the review phase, as they are not evaluated at all or are labeled neutral. Also, in LSTM/GRU experiments, the result of the prediction is produced between 0 and 1, thanks to a sigmoid. It is understood that the result is positive as these values approach 1, and negative as they approach 0. As can be seen in Figures 10 and 11, the rate of negative comments exceeds positive on some days.

The daily average of sentiments in Figure 10 and Figure 11 and the number of daily cases and deaths were compared. In comparison, it is observed that the sentiment value increases, that is, more positive comments are made on the days when the number of cases decreases. However, when compared with the number of deaths, the relationship between the emotional value and the daily number of deaths was not determined. This is really an expected result because the death is a later consequence of positive cases.

![Realationship Between Daily Sentiment Score and Number of Cases](image-url)

**Table 1 Performance Values of Three Different Architectures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Metrics</th>
<th>GRU</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
<th>BERT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 Score</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{TP}+\text{TN}}{\text{TP}+\text{FP}+\text{TN}+\text{FN}} \tag{3}
\]

\[
F_1 \text{ Score} = 2 \times \frac{\text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \tag{4}
\]
Individuals who share their feelings and thoughts on social media channels have always been a great source of data for researchers observing society and individuals. In this paper, it is aimed to determine the feelings of individuals on Twitter about the number of positive cases and deaths related to the coronavirus pandemic, which started to affect the whole world at the beginning of 2020. As a dataset, only the comments made under the daily coronavirus tables announced by the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Turkey on its official Twitter account were used. The expressions in the obtained data set were subjected to various text preprocessing techniques and the emotional value of each tweet was calculated. Then, it has been tried to determine whether the values calculated using LSTM, GRU and BERT algorithms are related to the daily number of cases and deaths. The experimental results showed that there is a relationship between the number of positive cases per day and the sentiment score. On the other hand, since death is a later result of the positive case, it does not have an instant relationship with the sentiment score.
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